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The swell of the sea lives deep within me 

I am not my grief 

I am not my loss 

Today I choose to be with the gentle ripples, and 

Bright specs of light begin to move with me like golden butterflies  

calming the swell 

 

 
Figure 1. Urszula Donovan, On grief and loss, 2021, acrylic, gold leaf, seaweed on cotton-rag paper, 
270 x 210mm. 
  



Creative arts therapist statement  

Alongside the natural world, creative expression is a lifelong companion to me. This two-part 
multimodal piece emerged from a year-long inquiry into my own grief for my parents 
through painting and printmaking with both traditional studio materials and collected organic 
materials, including sand, seawater and seaweed. Alongside art-making, poetic reflection is a 
therapeutic tool I often use as a container to hold what I am coming to know of my lived 
experience. I have come to trust the creative process to help me move grief from an internal 
to an external place in a safe way. Reflecting on my process has been important and includes 
the sharing of my work with others, which has helped to inform how my inquiry has moved 
forward. It is also through touch and connection – to my late dad’s imagined hand, my 
mum’s hands in the advanced stages of Alzheimer’s disease, and the materials in my own 
hands which help guide me – that I have found a way to be with my grief that feels 
nourishing. Slowly over time, this has allowed me to welcome my grief. I feel deep gratitude 
to be able to make sense of grief in this way and trust my own experience will help me to 
companion, facilitate, and collaborate with others on their healing journey.   
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